Enhancement of AGN in a protocluster at $z = 1.6$
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ABSTRACT

We investigate the prevalence of active galactic nuclei (AGN) in the high-redshift protocluster Cl 0218.3–0510 at $z = 1.62$. Using imaging from the Chandra X-ray Telescope, we find a large overdensity of AGN in the protocluster; a factor of 23 ± 9 times the field density of AGN. Only half of this AGN overdensity is due to the overdensity of massive galaxies in the protocluster (a factor of 11 ± 2), as we find that $17^{+3}_{−2}$ per cent of massive galaxies ($M > 10^{10} M_\odot$) in the protocluster host an X-ray luminous AGN, compared to $8 ± 1$ per cent in the field. This corresponds to an enhancement of AGN activity in massive protocluster galaxies by a factor of $2.1 ± 0.7$ at 1.6σ significance. We also find that the AGN overdensity is centrally concentrated, located within 3 arcmin and most pronounced within 1 arcmin of the centre of the protocluster. Our results confirm that there is a reversal in the local anticorrelation between galaxy density and AGN activity, so there is an enhancement of AGN in high-redshift protoclusters. We compare the properties of AGN in the protocluster to the field and find no significant differences in the distributions of their stellar mass, X-ray luminosity or hardness ratio. We therefore suggest that triggering mechanisms are similar in both environments, and that the mechanisms simply occur more frequently in denser environments.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There is plenty of evidence supporting a correlation between the growth of supermassive black holes (SMBHs) and the formation of their host galaxies. For instance, there is a well known $M – \sigma$ relation in the local Universe, correlating the masses of SMBHs and the velocity dispersions of their host galaxies (e.g. Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000; Tremaine et al. 2002). There is also a similar rate of evolution in the emissivity from active galactic nuclei (AGN) and star formation from $z \sim 2$ to $\sim 0$ (e.g. Boyle et al. 1998; Franceschini et al. 1999; Silverman et al. 2008), implying a link between the accretion of matter on to the SMBH and the build-up of galaxy mass through star formation.

In addition to the correlation between SMBHs and host galaxies, there is also a connection between AGN activity and larger-scale environment. In the local Universe, it has been well established that star formation and AGN activity are suppressed in galaxy clusters. Dressler, Thompson & Shectman (1985) found that the AGN fraction in local massive field galaxies is 5 per cent, while only 1 per cent of local cluster galaxies show such nuclear activity. More recently, Kauffmann et al. (2004) found that twice as many galaxies host AGN with strong [O iii] emission in low-density regions as in high-density regions. This anticorrelation between galaxy density and AGN activity in the local Universe mimics the anticorrelation between galaxy density and the fraction of star-forming galaxies. In dense environments, there are several physical processes that could affect the rate of accretion on to the SMBH. Both the availability of cold gas and the mechanisms that funnel the gas into black holes may differ between a galaxy cluster and the field. For instance, in the cluster environment, gas may be removed through environmental processes such as ram-pressure stripping (Gunn & Gott 1972), and tidal effects due to the cluster potential (Farouki & Shapiro 1981) and other galaxies (Richstone 1976). These processes, as well as the absence of new infall of cold gas (Larson, Tinsley & Caldwell 1980), could lead to a shortage of cold gas reservoirs (Giovanelli
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& Haynes 1985), resulting in the suppression of AGN activity (Kauffmann et al. 2004), reduced star formation activity (Gisler 1978) and the abundance of post-starburst galaxies (Dressler et al. 1999) in local galaxy clusters.

Studies of AGN as a function of galaxy density and redshift are important as they give insights into the fuelling mechanisms behind AGN triggering. Models and simulations of galaxy formation currently require AGN feedback as an important mechanism for quenching star formation (e.g. Croton et al. 2006), but the connection between AGN activity and large-scale galaxy environment is not fully understood. Recent studies show that clusters at high redshift appear to host more star formation and AGN activity compared to the local Universe (e.g. Galametz et al. 2009; Martini, Sivakoff & Mulchaey 2009; Alberts et al. 2016; Bufanda et al. 2016). In addition, X-ray-selected AGN are strongly clustered at $z \sim 1$ (e.g. Miyaji et al. 2007; Bradshaw et al. 2011), and radio-loud AGN (RLAGN) preferentially reside in denser environments at high redshift, compared to similarly massive non-active galaxies (Hatch et al. 2014). Previous studies have found an increasing AGN fraction in clusters with redshift up to $z \sim 1.25$ (Martini et al. 2013; Kocevski et al. 2009). However, studies at $z > 1.5$ have been limited to investigating X-ray emission from protocluster galaxies selected based on techniques using rest-frame ultraviolet (UV) light, such as the BX/MD colour–colour methods (see e.g. Adelberger et al. 2004; Steidel et al. 2003, 2004), Ly $\alpha$ emitters (LAEs) and Lyman-break galaxies (LBGs, Lehmer et al. 2009; Digby-North et al. 2010; Lehmer et al. 2013; Saez et al. 2015). This means that only limited (star-forming) protocluster galaxies were investigated, potentially biasing the AGN fraction if there is a strong dependence of AGN activity on host galaxy type. In addition, most of these studies cannot readily be compared to cluster AGN fractions at lower redshifts as the X-ray observations are not deep enough to match the lower luminosity cuts in lower redshift studies.

In this paper, we present a comparison of the AGN fractions and AGN properties in the Cl 0218.3–0510 protocluster at $z = 1.6233$, and a control field sample. The Cl 0218.3–0510 protocluster (Papovich et al. 2010; Tanaka, Finoguenov & Ueda 2010) is an ideal high-redshift structure to probe AGN activity due to the deep multiwavelength data available. This protocluster benefits from 14 band photometry and a clean yet complete sample of protocluster members (Hatch et al. 2016), as well as sensitive Chandra data allowing us to probe X-ray luminosities as faint as $10^{41}$ erg s$^{-1}$ at $z \sim 1.6$. The outline of this paper is as follows. We describe the data in Section 2. In Section 3, we calculate AGN fractions and spatial distributions using uniformly selected X-ray AGN in cluster and field samples. In Section 4, we compare the properties of protocluster AGN and field AGN. A discussion of the evolution of the AGN fraction in (proto)clusters from $z \sim 3.09$ to $\sim 0.25$ follows in Section 6. We adopt a WMAP9 cosmology (Hinshaw et al. 2013), with $\Omega_m = 0.29$, $\Omega_{\Lambda} = 0.71$ and $h = 0.69$. All magnitudes are in the AB system. All X-ray luminosities quoted are calculated in the rest-frame using a power-law model with a photon index $\Gamma = 1.7$ to be consistent with comparison work (Martini et al. 2013). We note that the effect of Galactic absorption on our fluxes is negligible.

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA

2.1 X-ray-selected AGN

We have selected our AGN using X-ray point source matching and a full band (0.5–7 keV) X-ray luminosity cut of $L_X > 10^{42}$ erg s$^{-1}$. We make use of Chandra X-ray imaging from the X-UDS program (PI: G. Hasinger; Kocevski et al., in preparation), which covers the central $0.33$ deg$^2$ of the UKIDSS Ultra Deep Survey (UDS) field (Almaini et al., in preparation; described in Section 2.3). The coverage includes the section of the UDS field that was observed as part of the Cosmic Assembly Near-infrared Deep Extragalactic Legacy Survey (CANDELS) with the Hubble Space Telescope (Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011). The X-UDS survey consists of 25 ACIS-I pointings with a total integration time of 1.25 Ms. The observations are tiled in a mosaic to achieve an average depth of $\sim 600$ ksec in the central CANDELS region and $\sim 200$ ksec in the remainder of the field. The most recent X-ray point source catalogue contains 868 unique detections. A threshold was applied to avoid false point source detections and to select only sources detected in any band with a false detection probability less than $1 \times 10^{-4}$, corresponding to 3.7$\sigma$ detections and above. Further details are provided in Kocevski et al. (in preparation). This deep catalogue enables us to identify X-ray-selected AGN at faint X-ray luminosities ($L_X \lesssim 10^{40}$ erg s$^{-1}$) at the redshift of the protocluster.

Using the maximum likelihood algorithm described in Civano et al. (2012), an optical counterparts catalogue was created for the CANDELS region of the X-UDS field. In this work, we assume that optical/infrared sources within 1 arcsec of X-ray point sources are AGN for both cluster and control field samples (described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, respectively). We compare the AGN to the optical counterparts catalogue and find that this method is robust; 6/6 protocluster AGN and 20/20 field AGN within the CANDELS region are identical to the counterparts catalogue.

We adopt a full band (0.5–7 keV) X-ray flux limit of $6 \times 10^{-16}$ erg s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$, defined using the flux limit map for the corresponding band. We choose this conservative value because the protocluster lies towards the edge of the Chandra field, so we take care to ensure a uniform flux limit for the control field and protocluster region. Fig. 1 shows that the protocluster lies in a region of varying flux limit, and we find that the flux limit of $6 \times 10^{-16}$ erg s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ maximizes both the depth of the data, and the coverage area available for the both cluster and control field samples. We test all the results presented in this paper using various flux limits and find that the results are consistent within quoted uncertainties.

2.2 Cluster sample

For our cluster sample, we use the Cl 0218.3–0510 protocluster at $z = 1.6233$ in the UDS field (Papovich et al. 2010; Tanaka et al. 2010). Hatch et al. (2016) obtain multiwavelength imaging for this protocluster, including doubly sampled $J$ and $K$ imaging, in addition to imaging in two narrow-band filters {ESO/VT/FORS $[S\text{ii}]\leftarrow +65$ and HAWK-I 1.06 $\mu$m (NB1.06)}. The field of view of the narrowband images is marked by the diamond in Fig. 1. The two narrowband filters were chosen such that they bracketed the Balmer break and the 4000 Å break of the protocluster galaxies. This enabled the calculation of accurate photometric redshifts and stellar masses. Hatch et al. (2016) found that, for 16 protocluster members with existing spectroscopic redshifts, the dispersion of $z_{\text{phot}} - z_{\text{spec}}$ was $\Delta z/(1 + z) = 0.013$. This high-precision redshift data enable the accurate selection of protocluster members using photometry. The ‘Goldilocks’ sample from Hatch et al. (2016) consists of protocluster member galaxies that have been optimized to minimize contamination from field galaxies, as well as maximize completeness. Protocluster members in this sample were defined out to 5 arcmin (2.6 physical Mpc) apertures. Beyond this radius, the
probability of Goldilocks protocluster candidates becoming cluster members is below 50 per cent and decreases rapidly with radius (Hatch et al. 2016).

Protocluster galaxy properties such as redshifts and masses have been determined through spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting using Bruzual & Charlot (2003) stellar population templates and assuming a Chabrier (2003) initial mass function (IMF) as described in Hatch et al. (2016). The comoving volume of the full protocluster is $10.2 \times 10.2 \times 34.0$ Mpc$^3$ (Hatch et al. 2016). Adopting the flux limit defined in Section 2.1 results in a comoving volume of 2600 Mpc$^3$ for the protocluster sample.

To define our cluster sample, we use only the most massive members ($M_* > 10^{10}$ M$_\odot$) of the Goldilocks sample. We account for two effects before defining this mass cut. First, we calculate the limiting mass of a galaxy starting from the X-ray flux, assuming that accretion on to the SMBH is at the Eddington rate and that the bolometric correction from X-ray to total light is a factor of 10. We find that this is $\sim 10^9$ M$_\odot$, assuming that the mass of the black hole is equal to 0.15 per cent of the mass of the host galaxy (Kormendy 2000). Secondly, the 99 per cent flux completeness limit for red galaxies at $z = 1.62$ is $M_* > 10^{9.7}$ M$_\odot$ (Hatch et al. 2017).

The final cluster sample contains 46 massive protocluster galaxies, which are shown as red points in Fig. 1, where AGN are highlighted with black squares. We find eight X-ray selected-AGN in the Goldilocks protocluster sample, out of which six AGN have secure spectroscopic redshifts. We note that a further possible AGN is located at RA = $2^h18^m21^s.0$, Dec. = $-5^\circ 10'20''.1$, the detection of which depends sensitively on the source detection parameters. We discard this source from our AGN sample, however, as this object was not detected a priori in our Chandra source catalogue. There is also a further AGN at RA = $2^h18^m21^s.8$, Dec. = $-5^\circ 14'55''.3$, that has been spectroscopically identified as a protocluster member (Hasinger et al., in preparation). As this galaxy is outside the narrowband field of view, it is not part of the Goldilocks sample and, as a consequence, this AGN is not included in our analysis.

2.3 Control field sample

The data used are from the eighth data release of the UDS DR8, which is a deep, photometric survey over an area of 0.8 deg$^2$. The near-infrared data are some of the deepest over such a large area, reaching AB magnitude depths of $J = 24.9, H = 24.2$ and $K = 24.6$ (see e.g. Hartley et al. 2013; Simpson et al. 2013). We ensure that the field sample is not affected by the presence of the protocluster by excluding a circular region within 5 arcmin (corresponding to 6.80 comoving Mpc) of the protocluster centre. The brightest cluster galaxy (BCG), marked by the blue cross, and the corresponding circle are shown in Fig. 1. The BCG, with co-ordinates
it is most significant within the central arcmin of the protocluster.

overdensity is present in the protocluster up until 3 arcmin, although
between the control field and the protocluster. We find that the AGN
been normalized to account for the difference in comoving volumes
function of distance from the BCG in Fig. 3. The field value has
(marked by the blue cross). We plot the AGN surface density as a
robustness check on this result as described in Section 5.

Errors are calculated using Poisson statistics. Thus, the overdensity
galaxies more massive than $10^{10} \, M_\odot$ in the protocluster member sample.

To create a similarly selected field comparison sample, we select
galaxies more massive than $10^{10} \, M_\odot$ with photometric redshifts in the
range $1.5 < z < 1.7$. Masses and photometric redshifts in the
UDS DR8 catalogue have also been determined using SED fitting
(Simpson et al. 2013), also using Bruzual & Charlot (2003) stellar
population templates and assuming a Chabrier (2003) IMF. The
selected field sample is as complete as the ‘Goldilocks’ protocluster
sample, and contains 550 galaxies that are shown in cyan points in
Fig. 1, with the 46 AGN depicted as black squares. The size
of the field region ($0.146$ deg$^2$) was kept as high as possible to
ensure uniform X-ray coverage. The comoving volume of the field sample, taking into consideration the
flux limit, is $\sim 350000 \, \text{Mpc}^3$.

3 AGN ACTIVITY IN CLUSTERS AND FIELD

3.1 AGN overdensity in protocluster

We first investigate the abundance of AGN in the Cl 0218.3−0510
protocluster. Plotted in Fig. 2 is the photometric redshift distribution of
AGN (within the flux limit region) in the control field (blue
dashed line) and in the narrowband field around the protocluster
(red solid line), normalized by the total number of AGN in their
respective samples. There is a clear excess of AGN
at the redshift of the protocluster ($z = 1.62$), in the protocluster field compared to
the control field, suggesting that there is indeed an overdensity of
AGN associated with the protocluster.

The AGN density in the protocluster is $(3.13 \pm 1.11) \times 10^{-3} \, \text{Mpc}^{-3}$, and that of the field is $(1.33 \pm 0.20) \times 10^{-4} \, \text{Mpc}^{-3}$.

where $\kappa$ is the 100($1 - \alpha/2$)th percentile of a standard normal distri-
(brown solid line, representing the 1σ level; see Brown, Cai & DasGupta 2001 for further details). We obtain an
AGN enhancement in the protocluster at $1.62$, in the protocluster field compared to
the control field, suggesting that there is indeed an overdensity of
AGN associated with the protocluster.

The AGN density in the protocluster is $(3.13 \pm 1.11) \times 10^{-3} \, \text{Mpc}^{-3}$, and that of the field is $(1.33 \pm 0.20) \times 10^{-4} \, \text{Mpc}^{-3}$.

Errors are calculated using Poisson statistics. Thus, the overdensity
in the protocluster is $23 \pm 9$ times the field density. We perform a
robustness check on this result as described in Section 5.

As seen in Fig. 1, the AGN are concentrated around the BCG
marked by the blue cross). We plot the AGN surface density as a
function of distance from the BCG in Fig. 3. The field value has
been normalized to account for the difference in comoving volumes
between the control field and the protocluster. We find that the AGN
overdensity is present in the protocluster up until 3 arcmin, although
it is most significant within the central arcmin of the protocluster.

3.2 Fraction of AGN in $M_*>10^{10} \, M_\odot$ galaxies

We find an overdensity of AGN by a factor of $\sim 23$ in the proto-
cluster relative to the field. This overdensity could be because there is a higher AGN fraction in protoclusters, or simply because pro-
toclusters contain a higher fraction of massive galaxies, which are
more likely to host AGN (Hatch et al. 2011; Cooke et al. 2014).

Therefore, we calculate, in both protoclusters and field environ-
ments, the fraction of massive galaxies ($M_*>10^{10} \, M_\odot$) that
are AGN. We find that the AGN fraction in the protocluster is $0.17^{+0.08}_{-0.05}$
while that of the field is $0.08 \pm 0.01$, meaning that the fraction of
massive galaxies that host AGN in the protocluster is double that of
the field. The errors are obtained using Wilson intervals, where the
uncertainty $\delta f_i (f_i=N_i/N_{tot})$ is determined using the Wilson (1927)
binomial confidence interval

$$f_i \pm \delta f_i = \frac{N_i + \kappa^2/2}{N_{tot} + \kappa^2} \pm \kappa \sqrt{N_{tot}} \frac{f_i(1-f_i)}{4N_{tot}},$$

of both AGN and galaxies in the protocluster as a function of the
radius from the BCG. The green circles show the density excess
of protocluster AGN as a function of radius from the BCG, and
the black squares show the density excess of massive protocluster
galaxies ($M_*>10^{10} \, M_\odot$). This figure shows that there is indeed a
higher number of massive galaxies in the core of the protocluster
relative to the field, but there is a slightly greater enhancement in the
AGN fraction. However, as the number statistics are low, a larger
sample of clusters is required to test the significance of this result.
In conclusion, there is an enhancement of AGN activity in this protocluster by a factor of $2.1 \pm 0.7$, above and beyond the overdensity of massive galaxies. This enhancement lies within 3 arcmin and mainly within the central arcmin of the protocluster (1 arcmin corresponds to 1.36 comoving Mpc).

4 COMPARISON BETWEEN PROPERTIES OF PROTOCLUSTER AND FIELD AGN

We compare the properties of protocluster AGN to field AGN to see if the excess of AGN we find in the protocluster is correlated with differences in their properties, and to investigate whether environment affects the properties of these AGN. We test the null hypothesis that the distributions of the properties of field and protocluster AGN are sampling the same underlying distributions using Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) tests.

First, X-ray luminosity functions were produced in order to compare the X-ray properties of field and protocluster AGN. X-ray luminosities were calculated using the X-ray fluxes in the full band (0.5–7 keV). The luminosity functions, as shown in Fig. 5, were computed using the number of AGN corresponding to each luminosity bin within the comoving volume of the sample. Comparing AGN number densities at different X-ray luminosities allows us to compare the accretion rates in the two populations. The number density of protocluster AGN is, on average, $28 \pm 6$ times higher than that of the field AGN in the range of $10^{43}$ to $10^{45}$ erg s$^{-1}$, confirming the level of overdensity found in Section 3.1. We observe that the X-ray luminosity functions of protocluster and field AGN appear to have the same shape. We test the null hypothesis that the individual X-ray luminosities are sampling the same underlying distribution using a KS test, resulting in $p = 0.82$. Therefore, we find that the shapes of the X-ray luminosity distributions are indistinguishable, and we find no evidence to suggest that the distributions of accretion rates of field and protocluster AGN are different.

Secondly, we examined the hardness ratio (HR), defined by

$$HR = \frac{h - s}{h + s},$$

where $h$ is the flux in the hard band (2–10 keV) and $s$ is the flux in the soft band (0.5–2 keV). This was done in order to compare the obscuration by gas in field and protocluster AGN; more obscured AGN result in soft X-rays being absorbed. A KS test on the HR of the two populations does not show a significant difference, with $p = 0.22$. Therefore, this implies that the obscuration by gas within AGN does not significantly differ between AGN in field and protocluster environments.

Thirdly, we investigated the X-ray luminosity to stellar mass ratio of protocluster and field AGN. A lower ratio might imply that the AGN are running out of fuel, or that they are accreting less efficiently. The probability that the populations sample the same underlying distribution is $p = 0.93$. Therefore, we find no evidence that protocluster and field AGN are at different stages of fuel consumption.

The observed $z - J$ colour corresponds to the rest-frame $U - B$ colour, bracketing the 4000 Å break (Papovich et al. 2010). It is thus a proxy for mean stellar age of the galaxies, although it is also affected by dust obscuration. Using a colour cut of $z - J > 1.4$ to define red galaxies, Fig. 6(a) shows that the colours of protocluster AGN (red squares) are significantly redder than field AGN (blue circles). The probability that the colours of protocluster AGN and field AGN are drawn from the same distribution is $p = 0.03$ as given by a KS test.

The protocluster galaxy population as a whole, however, is redder than the field, so the difference in colour between AGN in the protocluster and AGN in the field could be due to the environment and not the AGN. In Fig. 6(b), we plot the colour–mass diagram of galaxies within the protocluster that do not host AGN and field galaxies that do not host AGN. We find that 100 per cent of our protocluster AGN are red, whereas only 57 per cent of protocluster non-AGN are red. However, a KS test on the $z - J$ of protocluster AGN and non-AGN results in $p = 0.14$, and on field AGN and non-AGN results in $p = 0.35$. Therefore, with the current data, we find no significant evidence that the $z - J$ colours differ from those of normal galaxies, in both environments. Hence, although the colours of AGN are redder in the protocluster as compared to the field, this is possibly due to the fact that protocluster galaxies are redder than field galaxies.

In conclusion, we find that the environment does not appear to impact most of the properties of AGN. We find no evidence that the properties of field and protocluster AGN differ significantly in

**Figure 4.** Radial plot of the surface overdensity of protocluster AGN and protocluster galaxies. The green circles indicate the protocluster AGN surface density divided by the field AGN surface density, and the black squares indicate the protocluster galaxy surface density divided by the field galaxy surface density for massive galaxies ($M_* > 10^{10} M_{\odot}$). There is a slight relative excess of AGN surface density compared to massive galaxy surface density, particularly in the central arcmin of the galaxy protocluster.

**Figure 5.** Full band (0.5–7 keV) X-ray luminosity function for AGN in the protocluster (red squares) and field (blue circles). Errors are calculated using Poisson statistics.
terms of stellar mass distribution, hardness ratio and X-ray luminosities. We find that colour is the only property affected by the different environments, as we find a significant difference between the colours of AGN in the protocluster and the field. However, we also find that the colours of field and protocluster AGN are not significantly different from typical field and protocluster galaxies, so these properties appear to randomly sample their parent distributions. In summary, by comparing the properties between field and protocluster AGN, we find no significant evidence that they are different. As there is no compelling theoretical reason to assume that the processes responsible for triggering/fuelling AGN activity are different in these two environments, we suggest that these processes simply occur more frequently in dense environments. Our study is based on a small AGN sample within a single protocluster, however, so larger sample sizes will be required to verify these interpretations.

5 ROBUSTNESS

It is important to consider that our analyses are affected by the issue of completeness of protocluster membership. This is a result of the selection technique used to define the ‘Goldilocks’ sample, which depends on both galaxy magnitude and colour. Redder galaxies are fainter than bluer galaxies of the same mass, resulting in broader redshift probability functions due to higher fractional flux errors. Hence, fainter and redder galaxies are less likely to be selected as protocluster galaxies (Hatch et al. 2017). As described in Section 4, we found that protocluster AGN are redder than field AGN, with 100 per cent of protocluster AGN being red ($z - J > 1.4$), and the probability of sampling the same underlying colour distributions being $p = 0.03$ as given by a KS test. Although these red AGN host galaxies are less likely to be selected as part of the ‘Goldilocks’ sample, we still see an excess of protocluster AGN over the field AGN.

However, we perform a robustness check, disregarding the ‘Goldilocks’ sample, to test the AGN enhancement in the protocluster. We define the test protocluster sample to be massive galaxies ($M_\star > 10^{10} \, M_\odot$) in the UDS field with redshifts at $1.5 < z < 1.7$, within a circle of radius 5 arcmin centred on the BCG. We find 14 AGN in this protocluster region (within the flux limit area), and subtract off the number of AGN in the field corresponding to the same area. We find a formal excess of 8.04 AGN, and assume that this is associated with the protocluster. This is consistent with the eight AGN found using the ‘Goldilocks’ sample in Section 2.2. Therefore, we conclude that our result of the AGN enhancement in the protocluster is robust to the protocluster member selection technique used in Hatch et al. (2017).

We find an AGN fraction of $0.17^{+0.06}_{-0.05}$ in massive protocluster galaxies, as described in Section 3.2. This fraction is likely to be robust as there are no significant differences in the $z - J$ colours of protocluster galaxies and protocluster AGN, as found in Section 4.

We also find that the AGN picked out as part of the test protocluster sample, and not the ‘Goldilocks’ sample, are either massive and red, or blue. They all lie within the region of the colour–mass diagram where $z > 1.4$ per cent of protocluster members would be correctly identified (Hatch et al. 2017). It is therefore unlikely that we are missing any protocluster AGN due to the protocluster membership selection criterion.

6 DISCUSSION

In summary of our results, we find that the AGN fraction in the $z \sim 1.62$ protocluster is twice that of the field, and that the AGN enhancement lies within the central 3 arcmin (4.08 comoving Mpc) region of the protocluster. We find that the properties of field and protocluster AGN are not significantly different. As there is no significant evidence suggesting that they are triggered/fuelled in different ways, we infer that the processes responsible for triggering/fuelling AGN are possibly more frequent in denser environments.

To frame our results in the context of recent literature on (proto) clusters at higher and lower redshifts, we plot the AGN fraction and the ratio of cluster AGN fraction to field AGN fraction as a function of redshift in Figs 7 and 8, respectively. The cut in X-ray luminosity is $10^{43}$ erg s$^{-1}$, except for the two highest redshift studies at $z = 2.30$ and 3.09, in which the cuts are $4.6 \times 10^{43}$ and $3.2 \times 10^{43}$ erg s$^{-1}$, respectively. Fig. 7 shows that there is an increasing cluster AGN fraction with redshift. It rises to ~17 per cent at $z \sim 1.6$ and then flattens; it is uncertain beyond $z \sim 2$, however, because of the different luminosity limits applied. This increase in the cluster AGN fraction with redshift has also been found by several recent studies (e.g. Galametz et al. 2009; Martini et al. 2009; Alberts et al. 2016; Bufanda et al. 2016). The AGN fraction in the field, however, also increases with redshift (e.g. Merloni & Heinz 2013). To study the influence of environment, we compared the cluster AGN fractions to field AGN fractions. Fig. 8 shows that the relative AGN activity...
Clustering AGN fraction as a function of redshift. Data points from literature at $z < 1.5$ are represented as green circles, and our work is represented as the red filled square. We plot the AGN fraction ($0.130^{+0.052}_{-0.042}$) using the hard band X-ray luminosity ($2–10$ keV) here to be consistent with other works. The data at redshifts $0.25, 0.75, 1.25, 2.23, 2.30$ and $3.09$ are from Martini et al. (2013), Martini et al. (2009), Martini et al. (2013, total AGN sample), Lehmer et al. (2013, HAE AGN sample), Digby-North et al. (2010, BX/MD AGN sample) and Lehmer et al. (2009, LBGs AGN sample), respectively. The three higher redshift studies are in grey as they do not sample the full protocluster galaxy population. The two highest redshift points are in open symbols as they use different luminosity cuts. We also calculate the AGN fraction at $z ∼ 1.62$ according to the luminosity limits used by the two higher redshift studies and plot them as red points with symbols corresponding to the studies. These have been offset slightly in redshift for clarity.

Figure 8. Cluster AGN fraction relative to field AGN fraction as a function of redshift. There is a reversal in the local anticorrelation after $z > 1.25$. The magenta dashed line indicates an equal cluster and field AGN fraction. As with Fig. 7, data points from literature at $z < 1.5$ are represented as green circles, and this work (using the hard band X-ray luminosity) is represented as the red filled square. The three higher redshift studies are in grey as they do not sample the full protocluster galaxy population; Lehmer et al. (2013, HAE AGN sample), Digby-North et al. (2010, higher and lower points are BX/MD AGN and emission line AGN, respectively) and Lehmer et al. (2009, mean AGN fraction among LBGs and LAEs). Open symbols denote that the luminosity cuts are different to $L_X > 10^{43}$ erg s$^{-1}$.

in clusters compared to the field increases with redshift. The AGN fraction in clusters is lower than the field at $z < 1$, but we find a larger AGN fraction in the $z ∼ 1.62$ protocluster compared to the field. We therefore find evidence for a reversal in the local anticorrelation between galaxy density and AGN fraction, confirming the results of Martini et al. (2013).

The AGN fraction in the $z ∼ 1.62$ protocluster is slightly higher than those of two protoclusters at $z = 2.30$ (Digby-North et al. 2010) and $z = 3.09$ (Lehmer et al. 2009), even though it is consistent within error-bars. This is possibly because they use different techniques to select the protocluster members, such as LAEs, LBGs and BX/MD. These techniques will result in incomplete protocluster membership as they are biased towards strongly star-forming galaxies, and are likely to miss quiescent galaxies. In addition, their cuts in X-ray luminosities are higher than ours, possibly contributing to the (marginally) lower AGN fraction. We adopt their cuts in X-ray luminosity, recalculate the protocluster AGN fraction and plot these in Fig. 7. Fig. 8 shows that despite the lower cluster AGN fraction in these two protoclusters, the relative enhancement of cluster AGN over field AGN still increases with redshift. This may be because the luminosity cuts and the methods used for identifying galaxies are the same in the cluster and the field within each sample, and so studying the relative enhancement may be more appropriate for comparison between different studies.

The AGN fraction in clusters at $z > 1.5$ is 10–20 per cent. This could mean that each massive protocluster galaxy is frequently ‘switched on’ in terms of AGN activity, or that the phenomenon happens once but lasts for a longer time in the protocluster compared to the field. In Section 4, we found that there are no significant differences in the properties of AGN between the two different environments and interpreted that there is no evidence suggesting that the mechanisms responsible for triggering/fuelling AGN are different in the protocluster compared to the field. Therefore, the mechanisms responsible may simply be more frequent in the protocluster environment than the field.

Mergers and interactions such as galaxy harassment (Moore et al. 1996) have been suggested as the mechanisms responsible for triggering AGN activity (Springel, Di Matteo & Hernquist 2005). These processes may provide the instabilities required to funnel gas towards the SMBH. The decrease in the overall AGN fraction over cosmic time could be due to a decrease in frequency of fuelling mechanisms or due to a decrease in the amount of fuel available. It has been found that the frequency of mergers involving massive galaxies ($M_* > 10^{10} M_{\odot}$) decreases as the Universe ages (Conselice, Rajgor & Myers 2008). The cold gas supply is also depleted as the Universe ages as it forms stars and accretes on to black holes. The suppression of AGN activity in mature clusters relative to the field in the local Universe may be due to virialization, as this has been suggested to halt merger rates (Lotz et al. 2013). It has been found by van Breukelen et al. (2009) that AGN are triggered by galaxy interaction and merging events during the pre-virialization evolutionary stage.

Lotz et al. (2013) explore the frequency of mergers in the Cl 0218.3–0510 protocluster and find that the merger rate for galaxies in the protocluster is $\sim 2–4$ mergers per Gyr per galaxy, as compared to $\sim 0.5$ mergers per Gyr per galaxy in the field. This increased merger rate may be responsible for the increase in AGN rates.

To test whether mergers and interactions are more frequent in the protocluster AGN compared to the field AGN, we used CANDELS-UDS visual classifications to calculate merger fractions using both the fraction of galaxies classed as ‘irregular’, and those classed as ‘disturbed’ (i.e. mergers or interactions). These morphologies were visually identified by a team of astronomers within the CANDELS collaboration (Kartaltepe et al. 2015). We impose that >50 per cent of classifiers must agree in order to accept the classification. We find that 4/6 protocluster AGN are ‘disturbed’,
compared to 3/18 field AGN (67.16±0.20 per cent in the protocluster AGN as opposed to 17.11±3.1 per cent in the field AGN). The ‘irregular’ fraction is 2/6 in the protocluster AGN and 0/20 in the field AGN (33.20±10 per cent in the protocluster AGN and an upper limit of 5 per cent in the field AGN). Errors are calculated following Wilson (1927) as described in Section 3.2. We note that morphologies may be subjective, and thus conclude that there is tentative evidence that mergers and interactions are fuelling AGN in the z ~ 1.62 protocluster. However, we also find that among the inactive galaxies in the protocluster, 18.3±1.4 per cent were classified as ‘disturbed’, and an upper limit of 8 per cent were classified as ‘irregular’. This provides more evidence to support the hypothesis that the enhancement in AGN correlates with mergers and environmental interactions. We also find that, among the ‘disturbed’ galaxies, 4/6 are AGN in the protocluster (67.16±0.20 per cent), while 3/28 are AGN in the field (11.14±0.20 per cent). This may suggest that the protocluster environment enhances the probability that a merger/interaction triggers an AGN.

We find that the AGN enhancement in the z ~ 1.62 protocluster lies mainly in its central regions. An excess of AGN has also been found by Galametz et al. (2009) in the central regions of clusters at lower redshifts. We find a larger excess in our study; however, this is expected as the cluster AGN fraction increases with redshift as shown in Fig. 7. Star formation in clusters also increases with redshift, and this could point towards a co-evolution between star formation activity and AGN activity. This may be expected because they share the same gas source that becomes depleted as the Universe ages. However, Hatch et al. (2017) find that the central regions of the same protocluster at z ~ 1.62 have suppressed SFR (sSFR) compared to outer regions, and one of many possibilities is that AGN feedback quenches star formation.

The high AGN fraction in protoclusters at high redshift may have important implications for our understanding of galaxy evolution. A key ingredient in regulating star formation in current galaxy formation models is feedback from AGN (e.g. Croton et al. 2006). Therefore, the high protocluster AGN fraction at z ~ 1.62 could imply more rapid quenching of star formation in dense environments at high redshift. Yet in models of galaxy formation, no direct prescription for environmental dependence is applied to AGN feedback. Prescriptions of AGN feedback in some semi-analytic models do indirectly depend on environment, as clusters have larger halo masses so there is more gas mass available for fuelling AGN, and as there is an environmental dependence of mergers, which stimulate accretion on to SMBHs (Henriques et al. 2017). However, environmental interactions such as harassment (Moore et al. 1996) could also disturb protocluster environments to funnel gas on to the SMBH (without a merger), and thus mass-quench galaxies in denser environments. It has been proposed that ‘mass quenching’ (e.g. AGN feedback) and ‘environmental quenching’ (e.g. mergers) are mechanisms that extinguish star formation independent of each other (e.g. Peng et al. 2010). However, in this work, we find evidence for environmental dependence of AGN activity, consistent with recent work (Darvish et al. 2016) that finds an environmental dependence on mass quenching efficiency. This may therefore be evidence that a more direct environmental dependence of AGN feedback must be applied in galaxy formation models, as quenching mechanisms are crucial in determining galaxy formation and evolution.

7 SUMMARY

In this work, we study the prevalence of X-ray AGN in the Cl 0218.3−0510 protocluster at z = 1.6233, and compare them to a control field sample at 1.5 < z < 1.7. We investigate the properties of field and protocluster AGN, and study the evolution of AGN activity in dense environments over cosmic time. We confirm a reversal of the local anticorrelation between galaxy density and AGN activity, as suggested by Martini et al. (2013). Our findings are as follows:

(i) We find an overdensity of AGN in the protocluster relative to the field; 23 ± 9 times the number of AGN per unit volume. The AGN fraction of massive galaxies in the protocluster is 2.1 ± 0.7 times that of massive galaxies in the control field.

(ii) The AGN excess lies within 3 arcmin and mainly within the central arcmin of the protocluster. Therefore AGN activity is enhanced in the region of massive groups, where the sSFR of the galaxies is suppressed.

(iii) We find that the properties of field and protocluster AGN are not significantly different in terms of stellar mass distribution, hardness ratio and X-ray luminosity. In terms of colours and stellar masses, field and protocluster AGN are not significantly different to typical field and protocluster galaxies, respectively. We conclude that there is no evidence suggesting that AGN in different environments are triggered/fuelled in different ways, and infer that the processes that trigger/fuel AGN are simply more frequent in denser environments.

(iv) We use CANDELS visually classified morphologies to test whether environmental interactions could be triggering AGN. The morphologically classified disturbed and irregular fractions are higher in cluster AGN than field AGN. The more frequent mergers and environmental interactions in the protocluster could explain the enhancement of AGN activity.

(v) We combine our study with recent literature and find that the overall AGN fraction decreases with cosmic time. We find that the relative enhancement of cluster AGN and field AGN decreases as the Universe ages.
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